Pro Scouting Report
#

Pro Position(s)

1

QB

PLAYER INFO
Prospect (Last, First)
DOB (Age)

Newton, Cam

Scout Name (Last, First)

Anaya, David

05/11/89 (30)

COLLEGE

YEAR – RD – TM

TEAM

AUBURN (ALAU)

11-1st-CAR

Carolina Panthers

Games Played

Games Started

124

124

INJURIES
KEY STATS

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Won
Winning %

68

Positions Started Captain

55%

QB

Height

Weight

40 YD

10 YD

6050

248

4.59

1.58

MEASURABLES
Hand
Vert

Arm

33 3/4 9 7/8

35

3 Cone

SS

Broad

Bench

6.92

4.18

106"

N/A

Tapes Viewed

2018: vs DAL 9/9, at ATL 9/16, at PHI 10/21, vs SEA 11/25, at TB 12/2

BEST
WORST
PROJECTION

Athletic Ability, Speed, Play Strength, Absorb Contact, Ability to Extend Play.

SCHEME FIT

YES

2011- No significant injuries, 2012-No significant injuries, 2013- No significant injuries,
2014- Right Ankle Ligament Surgery during offseason, Hairline Rib Fracture (week 1), Two
Vertebrae Fracture (week 16) , 2015- No significant injuries , 2016- Concussion (week 5) ,
2017- Torn Rotator Cuff Shoulder in right arm during offseason, 2018- Shoulder Injury right
arm (week 16 and 17)
2015- MVP season throwing for 35 TDs and only 10 INTs plus 3837 yards and 10 rushing
TDs as well as 636 rushing yards and leading his team to the Super Bowl. 2016- 3509 air
yards with 19 TDs and 14 INTs. 2017- 3302 throwing yards with 22 TDs, 16 INTs and 6
rushing TDs 2018- Career high 67.9 completion percentage to go with 3395 air yards, 24
TDs and 13 INTs plus 488 yards rushing.

Mental Processing, Progressions.
Starting QB you win because of in an offense that gets him out of the pocket to throw, uses
him as a rusher and gets receivers open by design. RPO and option heavy due to elite
athleticism, play strength and ability to extend plays to go with very good arm strength and
competitive toughness. Poised approach in the pocket. Playmaker mentality, especially
during crucial situations. Inconsistent accuracy, needs to see window before throwing and
can make mistakes due to unwillingness to give up on a play. Fails to read defenses and go
through progressions consistently and can take unnecessary risks.
Offense that gets him out of the pocket to throw, uses him as a rusher and gets receivers
open by design. RPO and option heavy.

SUMMARY
8-year veteran QB who has started 123 games, including 7 playoff games with 1 Super Bowl for the Carolina
Panthers, winning the MVP award during the 2015 season. Played the 2018 season under HC Ron Rivera and OC
Norv Turner in a pre-snap motion heavy spread offense that featured 3 and 4 WRs sets mostly and asked him to
play both as a pocket passer and to be a ground threat. Elite size, weight and length in a big strong and athletic
frame to go with elite speed, agility, COD and explosiveness. Explosive and physical dual-threat QB that can win
with both his arm and legs due to an elite athletic ability, play strength and ability to extend plays to go with very
good competitive toughness and arm strength, good poise and a “playmaker” mentality. Identifies defensive
alignments and potential blitzers and calls motions, protections and audibles pre-snap with efficiency and
success. Displays solid accuracy on short and intermediate throws, especially to the middle of the field when he
throws with zip and in a straight trajectory. Very good arm strength, capable of stretching the field, throwing 40+
yards without trouble and with very good velocity as well as throwing on the run and from unconventional sets.
Good poised QB, steps into the pocket while maintaining eyes downfield and hangs in there until the last second
despite pressure and hits. Competitive leader that carries the team around him and makes plays, particularly on
critical situations such as 3rd downs, playing from behind and goal line situations. Elite ability to extend plays by
escaping the pocket, absorbing hits inside the pocket and avoiding contact due to an elite play strength, athletic
ability and a clear will to win. Very dangerous as a runner in the open field and in goal line situations due to his
speed, COD and play strength, while fighting for extra yards and breaking tackles. Adequate decision making due
to struggles to run through his progressions, as he begins to work through them but reacts and throws to the first
opportunity he sees without waiting for the play to develop or due to a misread, especially in the middle of the
field, causing him to leave receivers open. Takes unnecessary risks and refuses to recognize a dead play and get
rid of ball or fall to the ground. Inconsistent arm slot and mechanics that cause accuracy issues and struggles as a
precision thrower as he overthrows receivers in deep and intermediate throws that require touch and timing, as
well as being an adequate deep ball thrower. Starting QB you win because of. Elite athleticism, play strength and
ability to extend plays to go with very good arm strength and competitive toughness. Wins with speed, size and
arm strength to go with an aggressive approach and a poise approach in the pocket. Displays very good mental
toughness and a playmaker mentality, especially during crucial situations. Inconsistent accuracy needs to see
window before throwing and can make mistakes due to unwillingness to give up on a play. Fails to read defense
and go through progressions consistently and can take unnecessary risks.

